Let (y" : n > 1) be a convergent sequence of reals, where for each n the tuple (yn, yn+x, ... , yn+ k, X/n) satisfies one of r equations, depending on the residue class of n (mod r) , for some given k and r . Assume these equations are smooth, they have the same gradient in the first k + 1 variables, and this gradient satisfies a certain nonmodularity condition. We then show that y" has r asymptotic expansions, depending on the residue class of n (mod r), in terms of powers of 1 fn . This result enables us to discuss the asymptotic behavior of the recurrence coefficients associated with certain orthogonal polynomials. A key ingredient in the proof of the main result is a lemma involving exponential sums.
Introduction
The aim of these notes is to prove the following: Theorem 1. Let k > 0 and m, r > 1 be integers, and let H/ (0 < / < r) be complex-valued functions ofk + 2 real variables x0, ... , xk+x all partial derivatives of order < m of which are continuous in a neighborhood of the origin o. Assume that (1) djH,(o) = djH,,(o) (0<j<k, 0 </,/'</■) (ó, abbreviates 9/ôx ; we do not require that dk+xH¡(o) = dk+xH¡,(o)). Writing A-=djH0(o) (0 < j < k), assume, further, that as n -► oo. Moreover, the numbers c¡ for 0 < / < r and 1 < v < m depend only on the jth partial derivatives of Ht, for 1 < j < u and 0 < /' < r.
This result extends the Theorem of [8, p. 423] . There is a genuine need for this extension; the quoted result was used to obtain asymptotic expansions of recurrence coefficients associated with certain orthogonal polynomials. At the end of this paper we will give an example to which the quoted result is not applicable, while the above theorem is so. Another extension, to systems of recurrence equations, of the Theorem of [8] is nonsingular, i.e. it has only the trivial solution.
The proof of this lemma makes use of exponential sums. In effect, we will factor the coefficient matrix of the above system of equations as the product of two nonsingular Vandermonde matrices.
Proof. Write we can write (7) as
Introducing the notation it AS = EV^') (0<J<r-l),
7=0
and r-\ (9) ys = AsJ2x,er(-sl) (0<*<r-l), /=o the system of equations in (8) can be written as r-\ J2er(sv)ys = 0 (0<u<r-l).
Since the coefficients in this system of equations form a nonsingular Vandermonde matrix, it follows that ys = 0 for 0 < s < r -I . Substituting this into (9) and noting that As ^ 0 for 0 < s < r -1 in view of (6), it follows that
Again, the coefficient matrix is a nonsingular Vandermonde matrix, and so x¡ = 0 for 0 < / < r-1. This is what we wanted to show. The proof is complete. G Next we turn to the proof of Theorem 1. Rather than giving all the details, we will emphasize the differences from the proof the Theorem in [8, pp. 425-427 ].
Proof of Theorem 1. Notice that 7//(o) = 0 by (3) and (4) for each / with 0 < / < r . Therefore, according to Taylor's formula,
(0<l<r, n = l (mod r)) holds for some 6 with 0 < 6 < 1 , provided zz is large enough (so that the point (yn, yn+x , ... , yn+k, l/n) belongs to a convex neighborhood of o in which H¡ is m times continuously differentiable). The left-hand side here is zero according to (4) . In view of the continuity of the zzzth derivatives of H¡ at o, (3) implies that the right-hand side will change only slightly if we replace the argument of H, with o in the last term; estimating the magnitude of this change, we obtain the following (note that the modified last term of the preceding formula being incorporated into the sum below, v now goes to m rather than m -I): as n -> oo. Indeed, for m = 1, (12) is justified by (3), and for m > 1 it is justified by the induction hypothesis saying that (5) is valid with m-1 replacing m. Substituting (11) and (12) into (10), we obtain in exactly the same way as
formula (17) (n -► oo, n = I (mod r)).
In fact, the only difference between this formula and formula (17) of [8] is the dependence of C'lm on /. Choose clm ( 0 < / < r ) as the solution of the system of equations (14) X>/w E *y--C (0<*<r).
Z=0 7=0 v+j=l (mod r)
This system of equations is solvable according to Lemma 2. Put (15) f(n) = Sn-clmn~' (0<l<r, n > 1, and zz = / (mod r)).
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1, we only have to show that
Indeed, if we show this, then (5) becomes valid in view of (11) (see [5, p. 6] ), and conjectured much more; his conjectures have now been settled (see [6] and [7] ). We obtained an asymptotic expansion for an in terms of powers of l/n in [8, pp. 427-428] [3] , [12] , and [13] appear to generalize in a similar fashion. There is a difficulty in extending the results of [ 1 ] in this way. Namely, this paper generalizes the results of [3] to asymmetric Freud weights, but for these weights a recurrence formula of the type (17) is not known in the case p / 0.
